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Abstract

Surgical ablation (SA) is the most effective procedure
to terminate atrial fibrillation (AF) in patients requiring
concomitant open-heart surgery. However, considering the
great stress provoked in the patient’s heart, along with the
benefits of anticipating antiarrhythmic therapeutical deci-
sions, preoperative prediction of long-term failure of the
procedure is an interesting clinical challenge. Hence, the
present work introduces a novel algorithm to anticipate SA
outcome after one year of follow-up by just analyzing the
surface ECG. The method firstly extracts fibrillatory waves
reflected on standard lead V1 using an adaptive QRST can-
cellation approach. The resulting signal is then segmented
into 1 s-length intervals and wavelet energy is computed
for all of them. Finally, the coefficient of variation of the
time series obtained for the 7th scale is computed. Ana-
lyzing 20 second-length preoperative ECG excerpts from
53 persistent AF patients undergoing concomitant open-
heart surgery, only the proposed method reported statisti-
cally significant differences between the patients who re-
lapsed to AF and those who maintained sinus rhythm dur-
ing the follow-up. The algorithm also provided values of
sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy between 10 and 20%
better than the well-established dominant atrial frequency
and fibrillatory waves amplitude, thus suggesting to be a
promising predictor of AF recurrence after SA.

1. Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac ar-
rhythmia in clinical practice, affecting more than 33 mil-
lion people worldwide, i.e., more than 0.5% of the world
population [1]. Its prevalence is directly related to age.
Whereas only 0.16% of the population under 50 years suf-
fer from this disease, this percentage grows to 17% within
people over 80 years old [2]. Hence, current projections

about the growth of the population over 60 years old, from
962 million in 2017 to over 2,000 million in 2050, the in-
creased prevalence of chronic diseases predisposing to AF
in older people, and continuous improvements in AF de-
tection suggest that the incidence of this arrhythmia will
significantly increase in coming years [3]. This situation
has an huge economic impact on every health system, be-
cause it is estimated that AF management represents ap-
proximately 1% of the world health budget and more than
15% of the expenditure for cardiovascular diseases [4].

Unfortunately, the mechanisms triggering and support-
ing AF are still not completely known and the available
treatments are not as effective as desired from a clini-
cal point of view [5]. Indeed, although current thera-
pies, including pharmacological cardioversion, electrical
cardioversion, and catheter ablation, present initial suc-
cess rates higher than 90%, AF recurrence is common af-
ter several weeks or months [3]. Contrarily, surgical abla-
tion (SA) has reported a notably higher long-term success
rate about 80% [6]. This procedure consists of an open-
heart surgery, where ablation lines are created in the atria
to redirect sinus node impulses to the atrioventricular node
through a specific route [7]. The intervention can be ap-
plied independently or concomitantly with other cardiac
procedures, including coronary artery bypass grafting, or
reparation of mitral and aortic valves [8].

After SA, patients are commonly treated with drugs, and
routinely evaluated at 3, 6, 12 months, and then every year.
If a stable sinus rhythm (SR) is maintained for several
months, the drugs are removed. However, in the case of
AF recurrence, electrical cardioversion is applied to restore
SR [6]. Given this context, a preoperative prediction of pa-
tient’s rhythm at one year post-surgery could be very useful
to plan a tailored follow-up of each patient, thus schedul-
ing in advance electrical cardioversion for those patients
with a low probability of SR maintenance and avoiding
aggressive drug treatments in the remaining patients [9].
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Although some clinical parameters, such as age, left
atrial size or preoperative time in AF, among others, have
provided a moderate ability to predict long-term outcome
of SA [10], other indices computed from the surface elec-
trocardiogram (ECG) recording have shown great effec-
tiveness to anticipate immediate outcome of the procedure
at discharge [11]. Hence, the present work introduces a
new method to preoperatively predict long-term failure of
SA based on estimating time variability of the wavelet en-
ergy contained by the fibrillatory (f -) waves reflected on
the surface ECG signal.

2. Methods

2.1. Study population

A database composed of 20 second-length ECG seg-
ments extracted from standard lead V1 for 53 patients was
analyzed in the present work. All the subjects were in per-
sistent or permanent AF for, at least, four months before
undergoing a open-heart surgery concomitantly with SA of
AF. The ECG recordings were acquired less than 48 hours
before the surgery with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz
and an amplitude resolution of 0.4 µV. After one year of
follow-up, 23 patients relapsed to AF (43.40%), whereas
the remaining 30 maintained SR (56.60%).

2.2. Extraction of the f -waves

Only lead V1 was assessed in this study because it re-
flects the largest f -waves compared with the ventricular
activity [12]. To improve further analysis and reduce dif-
ferent kinds of noises, this signal was initially prepro-
cessed. Thus, a filtering methodology based on station-
ary wavelet transform (SWT) shrinking was firstly used
to remove the powerline interference and simultaneously
preserve original morphology of the f -waves [13]. Next,
baseline wander was eliminated by making use of an IIR
high-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency of 0.5 Hz [14].
Finally, high frequency noise was reduced through an IIR
low-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency of 70 Hz [14].
Note that both filters were designed using a Chebyshev
window with a relative sidelobe attenuation of 40 dB and
applied in a forward/backward fashion.

Additionally, to reliably analyze the f -waves, they
were firstly extracted from the preprocessed ECG signal
by making use of a well-established QRST cancellation
method [15]. Briefly, once all R-peaks were detected
through an efficient phasor transform-based approach [16],
QRST complexes were aligned. For every complex under
cancellation, cross-correlation was used to select the 10
ones most similar. Next, a representative template of that
complex was obtained using principal component analysis
and finally subtracted from the preprocessed ECG.

2.3. Time variability of the f -waves energy

The f -waves are characterized by a time-varying mor-
phology, presenting waveforms of different sizes, ampli-
tude and timings [17]. However, in the last years the
degree of organization of these waves has been strongly
correlated with a successful result in different treatments
of AF, such as electrical cardioversion and catheter abla-
tion [18]. Thus, in the present work a novel algorithm to
estimate time course of the f -waves organization is pro-
posed to anticipate long-term outcome of SA. More pre-
cisely, the signal containing the f -waves was segmented
into 1 second-length intervals. This time period was ob-
tained experimentally after several analyses. Next, every
interval was decomposed into several time and frequency
scales using a SWT. This transformation is an appropri-
ate tool for the analysis of transients, aperiodicities and
other non-stationary signal features, since subtle changes
in the signal morphology can be easily highlighted over
the scales of interest [19].

Having in mind that the f -waves present most relevant
information in low frequency and that the ECG recordings
were acquired with a sampling rate of 1 kHz, an eight-
level wavelet decomposition was chosen. As in previous
works [20], a sixth-order Daubechies function was used as
mother wavelet. Then, the relative wavelet energy (RWE)
for the 7-th scale was computed as

RWE7 =

∑N
k=1 Cj(k)

2∑8
j=1

∑N
k=1 Cj(k)2

, (1)

where Cj is a vector containing the wavelet coefficients
for the j-th scale and N is the length of the original signal
(i.e., the number of samples corresponding for a 1 second).
Note that this scale was analyzed, because it covers the
typical AF frequency range, i.e. 4–8 Hz [21]. Finally, the
coefficient of variation of RWE7 (referred to as CVRWE7)
for all ECG intervals was obtained as the ratio between its
standard deviation and mean.

2.4. Performance Assessment

As a reference for comparison, two well-known fea-
tures of the f -waves, such as dominant atrial frequency
(DAF) and f -waves amplitude (FWA), were also com-
puted. Thus, DAF was estimated as the frequency with
the highest power spectral density amplitude within the 3–
12 Hz range [21], and FWA was obtained as the root mean
square of the f -waves [22].

The results for the three metrics, i.e. CVRWE7, DAF
and FWA, were obtained as mean ± standard deviation.
Moreover, statistical differences between the patients who
relapsed to AF and maintained SR after the follow-up
were tested by a Mann-Whitney U test, a statistical sig-
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviation values for the an-
alyzed metrics from the patients who maintained SR and
relapsed to AF. Statistical significance is also shown.

Group of patients
Index maintaining SR relapsing to AF p-value
CVRWE7 0.203±0.077 0.266±0.071 0.003
DAF (Hz) 6.10±1.40 6.70±0.90 0.060
FWA (µV) 48.70±17.80 44.70±22.70 0.201

nificance p < 0.05 being considered as statistically sig-
nificant. Also, the ability of each feature to discriminate
between both groups of patients was evaluated by means
of a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. This
plot is the result of plotting the fraction of true positives
(TP) out of positives (sensitivity) against the fraction of
false positives out of the negatives (1−specificity) at vari-
ous threshold settings. Sensitivity (Se) was considered as
the percentage of patients who relapsed to AF correctly
classified. Similarly, the rate of patients maintaining SR
was considered as the specificity (Sp). The optimal thresh-
old was selected as the one providing the highest percent-
age of patients correctly classified, i.e., the largest accu-
racy (Acc). The area under the ROC curve (AROC) was
also obtained as an aggregate measure of performance of a
variable across all possible classification thresholds. Fi-
nally, values of positive (P+) and negative predictivity
(P−) were computed as the proportion of truly identified
patients relapsing to AF and maintaining SR, respectively.

3. Results

Mean and standard deviation values obtained for the
three analyzed indices both from the patients who main-
tained SR and relapsed to AF during the follow-up are
shown in Table 1. As can be seen, CVRWE7 was the
only index that exhibited statistically significant differ-
ences (p < 0.05) between both groups of patients, report-
ing larger values for those who relapsed to AF than for
those who maintained SR. Nonetheless, DAF provided a
p-value very close to be significant, also the patients who
maintained SR showing lower values than those relapsing
to AF.

According to these findings, the best classification re-
sults were reached by CVRWE7, such as Table 2 displays.
In fact, this metric obtained values of Acc and AROC be-
tween 16 and 23% higher than DAF and FWA. Similarly,
improvements between 15 and 30% were also achieved by
CVRWE7 in terms of Se, Sp and P+, compared with the
remaining parameters. Regarding P−, DAF only reported
a value 3% lower than CVRWE7, but that provided by
FWA was 17% lower.

Table 2. Classification results obtained for the three ana-
lyzed metrics.

Index Se Sp Acc AROC P+ P−

CVRWE7 65% 80% 74% 80% 78% 70%
DAF 52 63% 58% 58% 48% 67%
FWA 46 59% 53% 57% 52% 53%

4. Discussion

In previous works, DAF and FWA provided to be
promising preoperative predictors of early AF recurrence
after SA and before discharge [11]. According to these
studies, in the present work lower and higher values of
DAF and FWA were observed for the patients who main-
tained SR than for those who relapsed to AF. However, in
this case no statistically significant differences were no-
ticed between both groups. Moreover, whereas both in-
dices reached classification rates higher than 70% at dis-
charge [11], accuracy values lower than 60% were only
achieved at the end of the first year of follow-up. Although
several causes could contribute to these conflicting results,
the most relevant one could be the atrial substrate alter-
ation provoked by antiarrhythmic drugs, and even electri-
cal cardioversion, during the follow-up. Nonetheless, this
supposition requires further investigation.

In contrast to these two predictors, the proposed
CVRWE7 reported statistically significant differences be-
tween both groups of patients. In fact, notably higher time
variability in the f -waves energy was noticed for the pa-
tients who relapsed to AF than for those who maintained
SR. This finding suggests that the presence of more orga-
nized and stable f -waves reduces the probability of long-
term AF recurrence after SA. To this respect, more orga-
nized f -waves have been associated with less heteroge-
neous atrial electrical conduction during the arrhythmia,
and therefore with less altered arrhythmogenic atrial sub-
strate [23]. In view of these results and observations, it
could also be considered that the analysis of how the f -
waves evolve over time could provide more information
about the patient’s proarrhythmic condition after SA and
the associated post-surgery treatments than other indices
computed from long ECG intervals, where atrial informa-
tion is somewhat averaged, such as DAF and FWA. Thus,
this work opens a new door to gain new insights about the
atrial substrate remodeling, which merits to be carefully
explored in the future.

5. Conclusions

A novel methodology to predict preoperatively AF re-
currence a year after surgical ablation has been introduced
in the present work. The method was based on estimat-
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ing time variability of the fibrillatory waves energy, com-
puted through a stationary wavelet decomposition, and
has substantially improved the performance of other well-
established parameters, such as DAF and FWA. As a con-
sequence, the short-time analysis of how the fibrillatory
waves evolve over time seems to provide new insights
about the patient’s proarrhythmic condition after the sur-
gical procedure. This information could be useful to ra-
tionalize the management of potential candidates for the
treatment, and hence opens an interesting research line.
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